Molecular pathology of Alzheimer neurofibrillary degeneration.
The most characteristic brain lesion of Alzheimer disease is the accumulation of paired helical filaments (PHF) in the affected neurons. Based on solubility in detergents there are two general populations of PHF, the readily soluble (PHF I) and the sparingly soluble (PHF II) types. The major polypeptides of PHF are the microtubule associated protein tau. Tau in PHF is present in abnormally phosphorylated forms. In addition to the PHF, the abnormal tau is also present in unpolymerized form in the AD brain. Small amounts of ubiquitin (%) are associated with PHF II but neither with PHF I nor with the unpolymerized abnormally phosphorylated tau in AD brain. Furthermore, the pretangle neurons can readily be immunolabeled for abnormally phosphorylated tau but not for ubiquitin. The level of tau in neocortex is several-fold higher than in AD aged control cases, but this increase is in the form of the abnormally phosphorylated protein. The microtubule associated proteins from AD brain do not promote the assembly of microtubules in vitro, whereas the in vitro dephosphorylated PHF polypeptides stimulate the binding of GTP to the exchangeable site of tubulin and the assembly of microtubules. In vitro the phosphate groups in PHF are less accessible than those of tau to alkaline phosphatase. It is suggested that a defect in the protein phosphorylation/dephosphorylation system leads to hyperphosphory-lation of tau. The altered tau contributes to a microtubule assembly defect and consequently compromises the axoplasmic flow and leads to neuronal degeneration.